
MARK SHAWZIN’S  

LITTLE BLACK BOOK  
OF DELIGHTED TRADERS

Why You Should Join Pattern Trader Elite





We’re constantly receiving emails and seeing 
comments on Facebook that put a huge  

smile on our face.

Nothing makes us happier than helping  
our traders make profits.

But there’s always been a problem.

We usually let these positive comments  
slip, we don’t document them and most  

importantly, we don’t share them.

Well, in this little black book of delighted  
traders, I’m going to pull back the curtain  
and show you some of the amazing things  

our clients are achieving.

When you’ve decided that you’d like to be  
one of these delighted clients and join my 

premium programme, Pattern Trader Elite,  
then head to www.thepatterntrader.com/elite  

to apply for your place.

Much appreciation.

Mark



Ali H.

“I’ve been a pattern trader for 3 months now and can honestly say 

he has completely changed my approach to trading. He provides 

thoughtful daily analysis and always explains his decisions. Mark 

provides a weekly video report along with once a month webinars. 

His set and forget strategy means you don’t need to be staring 

at a screen all day long. I’ve been consistently profitable since I 

have joined. On top of that he is a very approachable guy. If you’re 

serious about becoming an independent trader I would recommend 

joining the pattern trader.”

Peter D.

“Liked the insight, starting to analysis charts and recognise the 

patterns like Mark, getting to grips with the fine detail is still not 

there but with these webinars its getting easier. Don’t want to be 

spoon feed from Mark for to long, as I don’t like to rely on any one 

except myself. He is good at what he does keep it up.”

Bronislaw P.

“Hi there, been with Mark for last 3 months. Really great trading 

experience. I really like his way of looking and analysing market. It 

has not turned my live 360 degrees yet. But it adds extra cash to my 

account slowly. Newer loosing month jet so far so good. Thanks.“







Damien M.

“Since joining Pattern Trader my discipline has improved ALOT. I 

am messing about with my SL levels and I am not pulling profitable 

trades early ( still finding this tough ). The educational aspect of 

the service is also good. Thanks.”

Jeff S.

“Up an average of about 12% per month for 4 months, down about 

8% one month, back up 4% so far for current month. A true trading 

system, with some periods of drawdown, and yet still very profitable 

over the long-term.”

Damien M.

“Following the trades set ups on Pattern Trader has assisted me 

to stick to the SL levels given ( I used to keep moving or deleting 

them ). I have had much BIGGER winning trades than before , I 

am now getting the confidence to allow winning trades to run. The 

educational aspect of the service is also god. Thanks.”

Basil Q.

“Easy trading style, the trades are easy to manage since they are 

checked only once a day, and most important very profitable too.”



Al A.

“I’ve traded in a demo account. A great lesson for placing trades 

which appear bonkers and leaving them. I am struggling to get a 

routine sorted (in UK and normally knackered by 8pm so seeing 

the trades either in the evening or first thing before work is eluding 

me at times). I still haven’t taken enough time to understand your 

system but perhaps I don’t need to. I am considering having 2 

trading accounts, yours for the big moves and mine for the fib 

retracements within consolidation. Cheers.”

Sim Hoon T.

“Hi all, I have been a pattern trader member for 5 months since 

Nov 2015. First month I was trading with a demo acc. I made about 

22% based on 2% of risk. I was terrific. Then I went on to signed up 

for the monthly subscription.

DEC I made 11%. It was great. I changed my subscription to an 

annual one.

The big test came in the month of Mar. I lost 8 trades in a row. 

My confidence was shaken. But I kept the faith with Mark. It was 

a struggle sometimes, especially when the trades are making 

money and then it reversed and triggered the Stop Loss and then it 

reversed. A lots of trades are like that. 

Then came to end of April. The big daddy of currencies pair. The 

GbpAud which I have lost for 5 straight trades, gave me the biggest 

winner so far..472 pips!!.

Peter is right. It was not easy trading with Mark’s Strategy. But I will 

always keep the faith with Mark.”







Mark M.

“I have been with pattern traders for over 6 months now. I have to 

admit when there are a few losses in a row or several within the 

month it can be rough, however this way of trading has helped 

me be more selective. I follow every trade Mark puts out( except 

Gold, cannot trade it in my account) and my results are far better 

than any other ‘system’. I am learning more and my account is up 

substantially.”

Dean h.

“Now that iv followed mark for some time I feel it necessary 

to let others know what an exemplary mentor he is. His trading 

methodology appears simplistic yet robust and thus far, continuously 

profitable month after month.

Truly the biggest lesson to me was understanding its not about 

being correct every time. You cant expect every trade to profit. 

Its about learning how to set your traps, catch the big moves that 

matter. Inevitably making up for the small losses along the way.

Thanks again, I look forward to the next week!”

Raj P.

“Phenomenal is all I can say. Low risk set-ups with good risk to 

reward ratio. Clearly defined trades set and go once a day. Fits 

perfectly into my daily routine here in the UK.”



Peter T.

“I joined TPT 10 days ago. Mark’s service is a breath of fresh air. 

His emails and videos are very well put together and extremely 

clear. His first monthly webinar that I attended was excellent and 

there was so much interest by attendees that it went on for 3.5 hours! 

Have learnt a lot already and making good profit. Keep it up Mark.”

Mike D.

“After trying many Forex training services, signal services and 

finding myself many ££££ down I finally faced having to go working 

away from home again in my old career, then just as I was browsing 

for jobs via LinkedIn and Twitter I came across Mark Shawzin, it was 

the first time I’d ever seen a FREE 2 week trial from a Forex system, 

this struck me as something unusual because all other services 

want the money before you find out that they don’t deliver what 

they say they do!!! Well 3 months later my account has completely 

reversed and is nicely building up and I’ve almost replaced all the 

lost ££££ already!! The daily trades are so easy to place but then 

you can look at Marks journal to see exactly how he recognised 

the trade opportunity allowing yourself to learn and profit from the 

trades he places, also the videos and webinars are fantastic and 

so easy to follow too making a great earn while you learn system. 

It’s been truly life changing for me and I guess many others too.“







Dave D.

“I been around the block a few times with Forex buying many 

systems, indicators and paying for so called Forex Gurus. I’ve 

been following Mark’s trading calls and listening to his trading 

videos for past 2 weeks and let me tell you Mark is the real deal. 

His analysis is sound and his methodology is straight foreword and 

can be implemented with a bit of practice.

I would recommend Mark to anyone who wants to implement a 

trading strategy that will give you an edge over the long run.”

Stephen T.

“I am very impressed with your methodology. It all makes a lot 

of sense and the fact that it is easy to follow, that entry time is 

somewhat flexible and there is very little requirement for discretion 

is very appealing.”

Anderson L.

“Hello Mark.

I followed your work during these days and you do a great job 

with dedication and responsibility to increase profits and reduce 

losses. You use the technique of the price action and dominates the 

financial market as few people, making it one of the industry’s best. 

Congratulations for your work.

The way you work is effective and I am fully satisfied in this way.”



Daniel K.

“I found Marks analysis helped me to see a different perspective 

on the market, alert me to set ups I wouldn’t usually notice and also 

as an extra layer of confluence on trades in my sights. In short I’m 

making money.”

John C.

“The set-ups for Marks trades are set and forget.

This is what I love about it as I have no time to watch these trades 

but just occasionally.

Risk is small but reward in the big moves is substantial.

The You Tube video’s are accurate and concise and give good 

detail with lots of pearls of wisdom thrown in from Marks extensive 

years of trading.

So far I have taken more in profit using The Pattern Trader 2 week 

free trade recommendations than I did in over nearly 12 months of 

attempting to get into the Forex markets a few years ago and gave 

it away.

Now I have renewed confidence.

I will build on this with the learning tools available in a membership 

if offered as I believe that Marks methods and trading style will 

bring big dividends over the long term.

Thanks Mark and the pattern trader team.”







John C.

“I found Pattern Trader on Twitter but until a week ago had not taken the 

offer to have 2 free weeks of Marks trades sent to my e mail that I would 

be able to place myself. It did seem too good to be true that anyone of 

Marks genius would bother to put something like this out there.

Looking at the set ups for the trades that Mark had sent through 

and these trades he would also be investing in it looked and came 

across as a very professionally done but simple and understandable 

(KISS principle), very little fluff and clutter.

I have been trading for over 10 years and had some very low points 

(mostly), I have worked from price action (Gann) to Fibonacci to 

Pivots and any number of the standard indicators. Always looking 

for the magic combination and never finding it, there isn’t one by 

the way.

As Mark states, simple clean charts and looking at price action and 

having some boxes ticked for confirmation before finally placing 

the trade is a beautiful style that works, and if you are wrong the 

risk is small.

I’m regressing and re learning, leaving all those other abominations 

and other crap they call money making methods and going back 

to basics, that’s where it is folks, so give it a try, you have nothing 

to lose and everything to gain. I hope to be accepted to join Marks 

group as from what I have seen so far its the real deal. I have been 

profitable on 6 trades now that Mark has recommended and even 

though I have only taken half contract placement this has been an 

excellent return for me as all other attempts to trade Forex in the 

past have failed.

Thank you Mark for giving back and helping others, it is genuinely 

a wonderful thing to do.”



Carlo C.

“I have been following Mark’s trades for the past 10 days and 

can honestly tell you this is the real deal. He explains each trade 

with simplicity and clarity that makes you feel comfortable with 

each trade while learning his train of thought. His entry points 

have been extremely accurate. Mark’s system is easy to follow 

and to understand without the clutter and confusion of other 

technical analysis.”

Jeff S.

“You think maybe you should call a loser here on purpose just to 

remind us that we will get them sometime?? Lol.”

Anish P.

“Mark’s trading strategy is very easy to understand and simple 

enough without being muddled in too many indicators within the 

chart diverting the attention. Having been with Mark’s group for 

more than 6 weeks I can emphasize that my Forex results as well 

as Forex education has stepped up to another level providing 

me with more confidence on my trades. Also rarely does Marks 

trades gets stopped out due to pending announcements mainly 

due to use of Daily chart analysis taking out the noises in between. 

Following his strategy, I can assure than losses will be small and 

winners will be big ensuring we end with positive pip value at end 

of reporting period.”







Lennart R.

“My experience has been great in the last two months. I recommend 

The Pattern Trader to anyone seeking great recommendations 

along with informative explanations. Thank you Mark!”

Hamish

“Mark is a straightforward and helpful guy. He is good at providing 

potentially profitable trades and explains how he arrive date the 

trade. He has consistently made a profit every month since I joined 

and I am very happy with the service.”

Max

“Hi Mark,

Your most consistent and accurate trading strategy that I have ever 

came across! Fantastic sure-win technical analysis!

Thank You.”

Rod T.

“I have subscribed for the long haul (12 months). Glad I did. I will 

re subscribe when period is next due. Trades are going very well 

at the moment. I have subscribed to a couple of signal services 

before I joined the pattern trader both of which I have cancelled 

since. Just keep up the good trade recommendations.”



Vig

“Mark Shawzin is teaching very interesting and proving trading 

strategy, not using any indicators at all. I find it very unique and 

profitable and it really works. I am glad I found him and I am going 

to follow his mentoring further and I am highly recommending it to 

everyone who wants to learn truly profitable Forex trading strategy.” 

Jacob

“Mark does have an edge in this trading business.

If we have the right mind/psychology and proper money management, 

we can leverage on Mark’s trading edge and be very profitable.”

Peter G.

“The Pattern Trader is the real deal. 

Sound strategies behind excellent explanations.

In my 7 years of searching for a great Mentor you can do no better 

than Mark.

I love the signals to which Mark puts all his knowledge on generating 

a positive result every month.

My recommendation - jump on board and enjoy the learning 

process to success.”







Dusit P.

“Hi Mark, 

Thanks for your always support and sent the signal to me nearly 

every day. It was great support and your signal have hit the target 

most of the time.

I really happy and appreciated.”

Desmond

“Mark,

I cannot thank you enough for your professional and accurate trade 

recommendations that you make each day. There are so many other 

traders out there who provide similar recommendations but after 

being through a few, we know who the real deal is. That is you Mark. 

I like that you keep your charts clean and simple so that we can learn 

from your analysis as well. Sometimes as amateur traders, we are 

too keen on learning the many different indicators that we get too 

caught up in the simplicity of looking at a chart. I like the idea that in 

your email everyday, you post not only your trade recommendations, 

but the basis behind it all. This helps to reinforce our understanding 

and helps us trade with a peaceful heart. I especially like your risk 

reward ratio you take for every trade done. This ensures that we do 

not burnt out our account like many other traders out there. After the 

Christmas and new year break, I’ll be commencing proper trading 

11Jan and hope to achieve great results from your strategy. With 

the spare cash that I have on hand, I would like to donate some to 

charity or even contribute to missions. Thank you for your hard work 

and please keep the great results going.”



Siti N.

“There are many “experienced” traders out there and we know that 

we all want to make money and fast that’s the reason why we pay 

(reasonably) to learn and apply what is taught and shared. But to 

find an expert and reputable trader who is not afraid to share trade 

secrets and impart them so others can benefit, let alone a genuine 

teacher at that, is one in a million until I signed on with Mark for 

The Pattern Trader. 

His entry for any trades is clear to spot and applicable that and any 

other knowledge we might already have can be used to execute a 

profitable trade.”

Michael L.

“I joined Mark Shawzin in November 2015 (Pattern Trader) after 

being with many other traders which I dare not name due to 

repercussions. I find Mark honest & genuine a willing to help if you 

are honest & genuine 

He does not promise to make you a millionaire but he does allow 

you investment to grow with a few loses here & there but grow it will 

& that is why I joined his group, if money is your god or idle then he 

is not the man for you 

Thanks Mark & this comes from my heart & not my feelings.”







Richard 

“Been losing a lots of money trading. 

After joining Pattern Trader, sad didn’t trade actual money but only 

monitoring your trade for the past 3 weeks.

Great job Mark, but if you can attach a short video accompany 

your trade signal explaining why your trade setup, it will help your 

service greatly.”

Richard T.

“It is a very rewarding experience to be guided by an expert in this 

field. The result for the past few months since I enrolled into this 

programme is positive. I hope going forward I am able to crack his 

brain to understand the rationale behind the various stop & target 

price levels and also why trade the particular currency pair.”

Andrew Y.

“Hi Mark

Since I joined in as member, I learned a lot from your guidance. 

You are specific about when to enter when to stop loss and when 

to set target profit. Most importantly to recognize potential trades. 

This is important as an amateur trader like me I need a teacher to 

teach me to fish and be a successful trader independently. So keep 

up the good works and I will keep on learning from you.”



Rollin

“I am very interested in your no nonsense approach to the Forex 

trading. As soon as my lawsuit pays out, I will be joining your 

group. (Court date is 2/8/16).”

EngHock

“Excellent Service that Mark has provided. The trade 

recommendations are clear and precise and even provided the 

money management part where many traders have not enforced on.

It will be good if Mark can provide the basis of the entry price, 

target price and stop loss price (Eg Entry Price is 1 pip higher than 

the yesterday’s high, stop loss price is the mid point of yesterday’s 

trading range), it will be easier to follow and to understand Mark’s 

techniques and to master them as what he hoped all can do.

We had an excellent start for 2016 and I look forward to be able to 

learn more from Mark and sharpen my trading skills.”

Diana K.

“I didn’t follow you long enough to give comment but so far you are 

great and appreciate all that you have done for the group. Hope 

we have a long and lasting Forex trading relationship.”







Sim Hoon T.

“Mark’s strategy is easy to understand and simple. He doesn’t 

go into complicated indicators to trade. But what most important 

is his risk to reward ratio. So far so good for year 2016 but most 

importantly as traders we must be realistic that there will be losses 

along the way. Like in Nov and Dec there were a number of losses 

but then we still made money. I have been trading for q few years 

and this is the first time that I’m actually making money. So Mark 

is the real deal.”

Peter K.

“Have been a member for only three weeks but from what I’ve seen 

this is the real deal. I have lost a lot of money to various scams 

and so called signal providers, but it seems like I’ve at last found 

the right place to learn this business and more importantly make 

a profit. Keep up the good work mark, and let’s hope this year 

continue the brilliant way it started. Good luck to all the members.”

Wendy L.

“So thankful that I stumbled upon Mark’s group. I’ve learned 

so much from Mark and have only been with him a short time. 

I have definitely turned some sizeable profit following his 

recommendations as well. He’s the real deal!.”



Walter

“Thanks Mark for having the privilege of being a new member to 

your group of the Pattern trader.

I have encountered many so called guru’s in for ex-trading who 

tried to sell me their winning trading methods, automatic pilot 

trading robots and many more, but the only thing they gave me 

was something that didn’t worked. I have already on the learning 

path of how to trade the Forex market profitably and followed the 

hard way with many losses.

Gladly I came across to your system and now that I am a member 

of this group, I can say that the results are pretty amazing. I joined 

just before the Christmas recession, had one week trading with 

you and have a trading account in profit from the first week. Now 

the second week back in trading after the new year celebrations, 

the results were awesome. The instructions to follow your trades 

are crystal clear and you watch our backs to tell in time when to 

close when danger for gained profits is on the loose. Your trading 

plan is so simple and when one stick to it profits role in such way 

that some losses are taken with the smile. Your explanation and 

teaching, takes out the stress of trading before. Since I funded my 

new real account to trade according your signals and lessons, I am 

in profit and haven’t had losses on my initial deposited money, in 2 

trading weeks, I am up 25% on a small trading account trading your 

signals with a strict money management to preserve the winning 

trade profits.

I am glad to be a part of this group where we all stick together as 

a team helping out and following you as our teacher, many thanks 

for this opportunity.” 







Jose F.

“First of all remember English language for me is a second 

language ( I´m Spanish spoken), I live in Colombia S.A. so please 

excuse my errors.

Till now I´ve found in Pattern trader group a working method which 

I didn´t know before, it is something new for me. It has been of 

great usefulness and help for my trading. Till now I´m satisfied and 

very pleased with what I’ve got with you.

I´ve been trading just since few months ago and I don´t know much 

about it, but I think this is my opportunity to learn and earn money. 

Marks´ trading orders and instructions are excellent, since the 

beginning I notice he’s an expert.”

Chris B.

“Mark,

I find myself in 2016 and have been unable since about 2001 to 

make my trading pay (should really pay attention more!). Trading 

has included indexes, Forex and a few shares but I am unable to 

make a consistent profit. I just study the charts and after a while it 

just all becomes a blur as I over complicate things.

At one time I found what I thought was a local man trading Forex 

and spent some time with him and developed some MT4 indicators 

to help his trading and his business. Then I made a big mistake 

and allowed him trade one of my accounts and the guess what? He 

lost the lot. He has now fallen on hard times and had to take a night 

shift job to support his family. 



So today I am trading Forex pairs and the DAX. In 2015 I more than 

doubled my account but ended up nearly back down to even. Story 

of my trading life. I seem unable to grow the account.

Not sure how I found you Mark but I finally took the plunge and 

joined your service hoping that my trading will be different in 2016.

Let’s see how we get on. 

Great idea to give everyone a little Christmas cheer by offering the 

30 day trail. As I said, hopefully it will work out and we be friends 

for years. Out of all the sh** on the internet I think your track record 

persuaded me to join.

Mark Shawzin says he has been trading for 34 years. 23 of those 

years were spent on Wall Street, banking serious returns for some 

big players.

That includes Merrill Lynch, EF Hutton, Bridgewater Associates 

($170bn under management), Commodities Corp (now a division of 

Goldman Sachs)... just to name a few.

So this gave me some hope with Mark’s track record.

I write this on Friday 8th January 2016 which appears to have had 

a turbulent start to the year. Mark suggested 4 trades this week, 

and for some freak of nature they have all won, and so I see my 

small account showing a 60% gain. I learnt a few years ago not to 

count profits in pips but percentage gain/loss. This weeks 60% gain 

means that it is a great start to the year and will compound the 

account that will enable bigger stakes to be used.

I really cannot believe this start, as I have studied the charts and 

have not really fully understood the trades, but I am sure I will, 

given a few more weeks study. Early days yet.

If this sort of progress lasts Mark, then you will be my hero!”







Jason M.

“This by far is the best training program out. I’ve been trading for 

a few years and I am truly happy to have found such an awesome 

trainer, who really cares about his members. 5 Stars, no question.”

Sanya

“Mark is the mentor who truly helps his team of traders to understand 

the market and make profit.”

Samuel C.

“Hi Mark I have been trading for about 20 years using many 

advisers and systems but now I have found the best only downside 

is living in N. Ireland I do not get messages after midnight so miss 

some of your emails being a senior I need my sleep.

This service suits me get the emails place the trades and get on 

with all my other retirement efforts Bowling etc.

Really big thanks Mark.”

Solomon S.

“Excellent Trainer. I love his webinar. This is the first time I ever 

seen a legitimate person working for me.”



Raisham B.

“Great daily market analysis by Mark Shawzin. Highly recommended.”

Te Hope H.

“Kia ora/Greetings from New Zealand. Congratulations Mark for 

sharing Pattern Trader to the world! I have been a complete newbie 

to FX and Pattern Trader member for a few weeks now, and as 

such, my knowledge of the FX market has grown exponentially 

as I continue to develop my skills and confidence through demo 

trading. I am proud to be your student Mark and I WILL become a 

successful and profitable FX trader! I have absolutely no hesitation 

in recommending Pattern Trader to the rest of the world!.”

Sean A.

“Mark is the real deal. This program is an unbelievable value. I paid 

for the annual fee in good trades in about a weeks time. There has 

not been a negative month yet. It is also a great way to learn, getting 

analysis from a long time player, much more effective than the pile 

of books I read. So now I put on most of Marks trades, but also his 

techniques have greatly improved the trading system I was using 

prior to joining the pattern trader. Specifically I learned that my stop 

losses were way too wide which was destroying my risk reward ratios. 

By implementing Marks inside day bar approach to entries I was able 

to tie this into my trend following system which has resulted in some 

epic 10:1 risk reward ratios. What!!! Never thought that was possible.”







Phil D.

“Thank you Mark for introducing me to professional, smart and risk 

aware trading. I have been trading Forex on and off for 4 or so years 

but after the fist week with the Pattern Trader I can honestly say I’ve 

found the platform I’ve been looking for and a great community to 

share the experience with. There will be winners and losers but I 

have found a new found confidence and conviction in my trades 

which I hope to build on. Many thanks.”

Rick

“The membership is working fine here at the pattern trader. As 

with any business success comes from learning the way. Mark is 

hear to help you learn along with all the other members if you join 

the FB Group. I was sceptical at first, how ever Mark has shown 

that he does know something about Trading in Forex. It has been 

a pleasure.”

Nazarudin

“Mark trading strategy has been fantastic. The win/loss ratio has 

been 5:1. The profits you make may offset the losses. Well that’s 

part and parcel of trading. The important thing is you win more 

than you lose if you follow his guidance. Thanks for the experience 

shared Mark.”



Ronnie

“Hi Mark Thank you for all your guidance! You have been like a 

angel sent from heaven teaching others to trade like you. Happy 

seasons greeting to you and family. May you bless more with your 

expertise. Regards Ronnie.”

Jonathan

“Mark gives excellent analysis of the market and provides an unique 

way for sustainable and consistent trading. An excellent service 

worth many times the cost. Strongly recommended for those who 

would like to be guided and yet learn about Forex trading. Not for 

those who cannot take loss and cannot understand the that trading 

is a game of winning big and losing small though.”

Boon K.

“I chanced upon The Pattern Trader website a few weeks back. 

I am really glad I had accepted Mark’s invitation to the 14 days 

trial. Ever since that day, my years of trading perspective changes. 

Mark had shown me how a truly successful trader trades. Mark’s 

trading style is unconventional. He uses simple price action and 

chart pattern recognition for trade entries that produces amazing 

outcomes. I had joined his elite trading club for a week and all 

the trade calls were profitable. I definitely going to engaged his 

services to help me continue growing my account.”







Malcolm

“Mark is a great educator and mentor. It’s great to join in on 

his webinars and learn how to trade the Forex market properly! 

Like a professional, not some noob who will be eaten by the wall 

street sharks.”

Noraz

“Perfect and very simple strategy.. I followed your strategy few 

times and I remember last NFP,I placed the order,and forgot about 

it,when most of my entries hit stop loss, the entry that I followed 

pattern trader hit the target. Thanks Mark!”

Ivy

“It’s has been really great and a very good training guide for 

beginners like myself!! Look forward to receive his trading notes 

daily! Keep it up.”

Lennart R.

“Great advice and coaching.

I have had a great experience thus far.”



Ilyas

“Mark’s calls, while not always spot on, are absolutely HUGE when 

they are and easily make up any small losses incurred.

His strategies are very easy to understand and looks at the essence 

of trading (pattern breakouts, support, resistance and candle 

formations).

Just follow his trade executions to the tee (in the emails you receive 

from him) and let your account prosper :)”

Darren J.

“Fantastic education for anyone who has a passion for FOREX. 

Mark’s teachings have already made a massive difference to 

my trading success (in only two weeks). I incorporate Marks 

assessment / commentary with my own trading style, and it has 

truly been unbelievable.

FOREX is not for the faint hearted, but it is bloody rewarding for 

those that can hang around long enough.

It you want an edge in FOREX trading, then I strong recommend 

you give the Pattern Trader a go. It will change your view of FOREX, 

forever.”







Mohammed

“I am following Mark for almost 3 weeks now,I am very happy that 

I made an action to join Mark Exclusive Pattern Member, Mark has 

a very wealth experience in trading world his technical market 

analysis is simply amazing..I do really like his intention to come 

forward setup this community and help fellow traders to gain 

knowledge and achieve success in trading.

I wish him all the very best for everything he does.”

Cindy

“I am very pleased I joined the Pattern Trader, Mark Shawzin, he 

has given me ‘the edge’ for my trading, education and sharing his 

trades with his members, has improved my account balance. I look 

forward to the next 12 months. I am in his closed Facebook group 

and the meeting of like minded people has given me the boost and 

confidence that I needed as most of my friends and family were 

negative about Forex trading. Where I am enjoying the challenge 

and prospect of a brighter future financially and the opportunity to 

create a better work/life balance for myself.” 

Scott B.

“3 weeks in and doing great, clear entries and management, 

reasons for taking trades and well executed techniques. Really 

educational while making gains. Thanks Mark.”



Kris

“Mark is good. I have never seen 100+ pips for a single trade in 

my account in my 3 years or Forex. Mark made it possible for me.”

Mashhood A.

“It’s really wonderful to have with Mark Shawzin and The Pattern 

Traders.

I was trading from the last four years but didn’t get success as 

expected; but after joining Mark my success rate increase 

tremendously high and is far ahead than my expectations.

His way of analysing charts, news and patterns really made my 

weeks and will also for sure made my all upcoming trading weeks. 

What I had lost in past four years will recover in next four months”

Mohamed S.

“Am grateful that I followed Mark. Mostly the analysis and 

explanations are clear. Though some analysis get stopped out, 

those that get going really go far. As had been mentioned by Mark 

the stop loss setting is low, so the winning trades actually more 

than cover the losing trades. 

Really great.”







Terry N.

“This is evidently the most consistent and accurate trading strategy 

that I have ever came across! Fantastic sure-win technical analysis!”

Tarrell

“I joined a little over a month ago and was very sceptical at first. I have 

tried many different forms of “assistant’ trading (i.e. EA, sirix coping. 

ect), however Mark has been outstanding thus far. He gives excellent 

guidance and his program really stresses emotional control and 

discipline (two things completely necessary for successful trades). I 

tip my hat to Mark. Keep up the good work man.” 

Christopher R.

“Mark has been excellent since the day I joined his email list. His 

trades are accurate and techniques are strong and prosperous. 

Instead of just showing which pair to buy or sell, Mark describes 

his thought process in a very clear and concise manner. But above 

all, every trade ended in profit! I felt like I had the support and 

leadership of a straight up expert... And that exactly what he is. 

He doesn’t trade for 10 pips here and 15 pips there, he scouts the 

market for much safer and profitable trades. And he is spot on!!! 

This program is the only program that makes sense. Sound crazy 

but after years and years of trading and searching for resources, 

this program goes waaaay above and beyond. I am very thankful.”



Simon S.

“I recently was offered a free trial with a Forex trade subscription 

service with Mark Shawzin.

I accepted the free trial and subsequently joined his service. For 

my own reasons I am not going to be trading for the next couple of 

months and Marks response to my temporary account suspension 

was to refund money he was in fact fully entitled to keep. In a world 

where everyone seems to begrudge refunds or cancellations of any 

description I found this attitude generous and refreshing. 

For anyone entering the Forex market or any existing trader 

looking to improve their strategy and account size I would strongly 

recommend subscribing to this service.”

James W.

“Clear, informative sessions that help me learn about trading. The 

Webinars provide great assessments and guidance, whilst also 

providing support and the feedback I need to build confidence.”

Darren J.

“Really enjoying your analysis of the markets. It’s all about patterns 

that keep repeating themselves.” 





Eric

“Thank you for your emails so far. In response to your question, 

personally I have proven your trading style WORKS. 

This week (Oct 26 – 30/2015) applying your trading style, these 

we’re my results…

Currency Pair Pips collected

GBPUSD 127 

GBPAUD 116 

EURAUD 332 

GBPJPY 168 

AUDUSD 147 x 5 pairs 890 in total

I must admit I have attended learn to trade FX workshops. I’ve only 

been trading Forex practice money 1 year ago. After attending the 

learn to trade that’s where I’ve thrown in real money. I have made 

some good/sufficient profits using their methods assisted by charting 

software. As part of their strategy, they were only asking us to target 

50-100 pips a month. Fair enough if your are new, however my view is 

it’s not enough foundation to actually see the real picture.

I’m glad I read your article that was by random posted on Facebook 

about the Merrell lynch story and the inside day bar. As I mentioned on 

email to you earlier when I applied the inside day bar and descending 

triangle several weeks back, I saw results. What even more intriguing 

is that there was no use for charting software.. You will definitely have 

bad days, that’s just like any other day in our lives. I think also your 

trading style has really pushed me in the corner to be more patient 

and plan ahead, price action several times before even entering a 

trade, and the results are per above. 

Hindsight, thank you for even sharing your methods. I would like to 

keep tabs with you, because you have given me results.”



Arul

“Excellent webinar. Really enjoyed it. Very clear, detailed and 

convincing analysis by Mark. Peter did well too, moderating the Q 

&A. Hope to see more of such webinars on a regular basis. Thanks 

and have a good weekend. Cheers!”

Paul C.

“Great Webinar, however I was unable to attend the full session due 

to other commitments and had to leave after an hour of the event. 

I want to sign up however I will be away and unable to participate 

in the program until December 8th. Will it be possible to join at that 

date with all the benefits. I am happy to sign up and pay for the 12 

month course immediately if you require and in an effort to show 

that I am genuine.”

Dan

“Everything so far has been fantastic. He seems genuine and I feel 

like I’ve learnt more in the last week than I have in the last year. 

Thanks again!”

Aaron K.

“Legit. Mark uses very unconventional methods for chart patterns 

and predicting market movement but he is scary accurate.”



Greg A.

“Looking good, the info is worth a $1million. I’m hoping for some 

good results and I love the set-ups and stop losses and I love 

the idea of letting us evaluate your set-ups and choose whether 

we want to follow your trades. Also the first system that provides 

realistic results and not the $1,000,000 a minute that other traders 

seem to promise.

Mark you are a saint, shout out to peter too for keeping him in 

check lol.”

Cindy

“I have not been very successful in my trading journey for the past 

few years. I have learned many new things and understood some 

concepts better in just under 2 webinars with Mark. I will continue 

to attend. Thank you Mark!”

Lim Boon H.

“Mark had show me how great is his trading strategy, intelligence, 

experience and knowledgeable market analysis. Unique entry 

price order setup, tight stop-loss and great profit. I can just open a 

order follow his analysis and continue our daily routine jobs with a 

negligible stop-loss that I am willing to take the risk. Thanks God 

and thanks Mark.”



Jeremy F.

“Long-experienced trader Mark Shawzin popped up in my in-box, 

offering to share his trading plan.

Why not? I took about half of his recommendations so far, and 

monitored the others. Results were very successful. 

Mark’s patterns are simple and surely well-known to the trading 

community, but the difference so far is that he knows when to pull 

the trigger.”

Peter F H.

“Great professional service any questions answered and great 

help for beginners to make good money. Is the best I’ve found so 

far! Thank you Mark! Peter from UK.”

Khaled A.

“It was a great live trading session and very successful I wish I were 

a vanilla trader but unfortunately I trade binary option. Thank you 

very much , you are one of few good trader I have met , I love the way 

you analyse the chart and the way you trade and I think, patience is 

a key for success when it comes to trading, thanks again.”



Dex

“I subscribed to The Pattern Trader in early October and was off to 

a great start in the first week but the month ended with a string of 

losses. I was pleasantly surprised that I still managed to make a 

small gain. Anyone who joined during the period of bad streak will 

probably think Mark’s technique doesn’t work for them, then they 

would have missed out on a great service. 

Only a month into his service, I’ve learned so much, not only on 

his trading techniques but more importantly about his mindset of 

being a successful trader which seems so simple, yet so commonly 

overlooked. Not every trade will be a winner and there may be 

times when I run into a patch of losses and that’s ok. Confidence 

will be tested, but as long as I am patient and continue trading with 

a good risk/reward ratio, I can profit consistently. That’s all part 

and parcel of trading.

Mark’s techniques are easy to understand without requiring any 

complicated indicators. His “Set-and-Forget” trade setup is ideal 

even for beginners.”

Peter V.

“Mark’s webinar was excellent. It was clear, concise, full of easily 

understood information and well delivered.

Every explanation was in detail, nothing glossed over, my 

compliments to Mark and his team.”



Lawrence

“Highly recommend this service to anyone trading the markets, 

simple concise analysis which has helped my trading and 

understanding of the markets massively.”

Jerry

“I’ve been trading the foreign exchange market (Forex) for about 7 

years now. I have been mentored by many very good people. Mark 

and the Pattern Trader are definitely in the group of great mentors 

for me.

In the past, I went from technique to technique looking for the holy 

grail. I found out there is none. Mark’s technique opened my eyes to 

a much more logical, easy to understand and profitable technique. 

His trading strategy has worked out great for me. After less than 

a month, I’m starting to see profit in the charts that I could not see 

before.

Mark also does an excellent job of explaining what he is doing 

and why. His monthly service doesn’t hit 100%. But guess what? It’s 

profitable and real. 

Unlike some of the others I have run into in the Forex training 

market, Mark has been honest and tells it like it is. 

I would definitely subscribe to his service again!”





Gossipze 

Love his weekly advisories. Very educational. Explains very clearly 

about the trends for each forex pair that he reviews. Great instructor.

Thandi M.

I have never been so clear with Price Action and Chart Reading 

since I started learning with THE PATTERN TRADER Methodology.I 

would recommend this Methodology to anyone who wants to learn 

Trading. KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK MARK!

Darren B.

“Following Mark for 18 months now, He teaches you how to become 

an independent trader. And how to trade from patterns and get 

ahead of the game before the news is even announced. He gives 

you an in-depth way of looking at Markets. How to manage risk. 

And where the traps lay. This is not a get rich quick scam this is 

the real deal.”

Ralph C.

“I would definitely recommend Mark as a mentor. He absolutely 

know what he is talking about. I have finally turned profitable in 

forex trading with Marks help. Thanks Mark, you are awesome!”



Felipe

 “I was very lucky to find Mark at the time I started experimenting in 

the Forex markets with no previous experience at all. Learning from 

mark has been the best experience. The value of each session and 

lesson is incredible. Now I can take my own trades with confidence, 

I am making profit and because of this Forex for me is even more 

interesting. I absolutely recommend learning with Mark.”

Solid

“It’s quite AMAZING - the level of patience this Gentlemen teaches 

you to learn. For a long time I have been struggling to understand 

price action. Moving SLs, making stupid decisions. Mark has very 

clearly taught me, what it’s like to understand price action, and use 

wise money management.”

David R.

“The overview, expressed nuances from experience, lessons in 

strategy and specific signals have helped a lot in improving my 

trading in December. I look forwards to generating increasing 

profits to support elite signals in 2018.”



Taahe H.

“I recommend Pattern Trader to any novice wanting to know 

how to trade the forex market. You will find Mark Shawzin an 

excellent consultant that does’nt B.S. It is extremely comforting 

and liberating to find an ex Wall Street trader sharing his twenty 

three years experiences and showing you how to go about things. 

What the traps are and many, many other things. The reason I 

had assigned myself to Pattern Trader is because I needed forex 

trading knowledge before committing myself to a broker.”

Ralph

“I have been active in the forex market for awhile now but have 

never been profitable until I joined the pattern trader. Kudos to 

Mark for his positive insights into the market.”

Ben

“Mark Shawzin is the real deal with real results. I deeply appreciate 

not only knowing he trades that he places on a daily basis as they 

have absolutely helped my account grow, but also that he takes in 

breaking down the details so that I can be fully equipped on my 

own to make trades using his strategies. The investment has been 

completely worth it and I highly recommend it.”




